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Growing up
with nudists

Michael Ruehle, son of
Sun Valley Gardens owners, recalls his
childhood on 25-acre naturist camp
BY MICHAEL RUEHLE
Special to the Voice
Michael Ruehle, son of Sun Valley Gardens owners, recalls his
childhood on 25-acre naturist
camp
My parents moved to Fenwick
from Toronto in about 1955-56 to
operate a nudist camp — a bit unusual in those days I guess, but my
father had had this plan since his
youth in Germany, where it was
already a fairly popular idea. He
had found out that a small group
of people from Fonthill, St. Catharines, and Toronto had started
to gather on some land on Roland
Road, and my parents acquired the
property, I believe in 1955. They
called it Sun Valley Gardens and
started to make significant improvements.
At its peak, from the early ‘60s
to the mid-‘70s, there were about
500 adult members, and it was one
of the largest nudist clubs in North
America, with members coming
from as far as Toronto, Montreal, Boston, and Cleveland—even
annual seasonal visitors from
Los Angeles and Florida. It was so
well-known that we once received
a letter sent from West Africa
which was addressed just, “Sun
Valley Gardens, Canada.” The
post office in Montréal marked it
“try Toronto,” Toronto marked
it, “near St. Catharines,” and of
course, St. Catharines knew where
to send it.
I was born in 1957 and lived on
the property full time until I left
to go to Toronto. An interesting
childhood, I would say.
I attended Law's School for
Grades 1 and 2, and then Hansler,
South Pelham, Pelham Center, senior public school in Fonthill, Pelham High (until it closed when I
was in Grade 11), graduated from
E. L. Crossley in 1976, then moved
to Toronto for university.
I kept a cottage on the property
and stayed there off and on until
about 2007, when the property was
sold, shortly after my father, Karl,
passed away in 2006. My mother, Marlies, passed away just last
year, in May. (I'm writing this on
Dec. 26, 2020, which would have
been her 89th birthday.)
From the very beginning, rather
than be secretive, my father took
the opposite tack. He made a point
of advertising an “open house”
weekend so all the neighbors, local
politicians, and news media could
come and see the place.
He did this twice. The first time,
any members who chose to be
there that weekend remained fully
clothed to avoid any risk of overreaction from the police. In the
event, it went really well and some
2000 people toured the place. People realized that it wasn't a wild
sex club or anything, and the press
was generally complimentary.
The second time, he had everyone sign a waiver at the entrance
that they were aware there would
be nudity. Both events were very
successful and meant that instead
of being harassed, the place was
quite quickly accepted by the authorities. In fact, as a direct result,

there was a core of members who
were locals from Pelham, Welland,
and St. Catharines, most of whom
kept it a bit quiet. My father was
also very astute about the value of
positive media coverage, and welcomed visiting interviewers from
CHCH-TV, the CBC on multiple occasions (notably June Callwood’s
interview), and from some of the
Buffalo stations. I’d say our membership was divided about equally
between the Canadians and Americans from the Niagara Falls, Buffalo and Rochester area.
Back when Sun Valley Gardens
was in full swing as a nudist camp,
the Niagara Regional Police used
to come visit now and again. My
father was on pretty good terms
with them, which meant he could
count on help if there were any
nosy youth (you guys know who
you were) trying to sneak onto
the property for a peek. Whenever a new officer was hired, it was
part of the hazing to take him
out, without any heads-up, to the
camp. Generally the senior guy
would say it was, "to get to know
the rural parts of Niagara better."
At some point the senior officer
would say, "Let's get a coffee," and
the junior officer would of course
wonder where there was coffee,
out in the middle of nowhere. So
they'd drive out Roland Road to the
front gate, ring the bell and talk to
my dad, who'd buzz them in. The
junior officer was still unaware,
because the "Sun Valley Gardens"
sign is ambiguous. They would
drive up the long curved driveway
and, when they got to the parking
area by the clubhouse, the junior
guy's eyes would bug out because,
of course, /naked people/ were
walking around!
My father would meet them at
their car in his famous “rubber
boots and nothing else,” and escort them down to the snack bar
beside the pool area, where the
police officers would sit and chat
with my parents and some of the
other folks while drinking their
coffee and having a piece of cake.
My father encouraged these visits, of course, because (a) it meant
the police were accepting of nudist things and knew firsthand that
there was no weird stuff going on
(okay, naked is weird for most of
you, but nothing /really/ weird)
and (b) if there was an emergency they all knew how to get there
fast.
Many people wonder about how
folks got to be nudists and join the
club. In those days, well before social media, my father would run
advertisements that were more or
less specific, depending on where
they ran. Some would be in the
various nudist magazines of the
time, and these would basically
say, "Come visit Sun Valley Gardens, the best nudist camp near
Toronto and upstate New York."
He also ran ads in some of the
regional newspapers (not all permitted it), that would be a bit more
discreet: "Enjoy a carefree lifestyle
at Sun Valley, Canada's best fami-

Poolside in 1965.

Michael Ruehle, with his parents, Marlies and Karl, in 1960.
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The main building, 1974.
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The sun deck, 1974. Right, a front page ad, 1967.
ly-oriented naturist campground."
There would be an address and
"Visitors by appointment only."
Most people would write for more
information and be sent the many
brochures we had on hand. Visitors would arrive at the gate, ring
the bell, talk to my dad, and be let
in.
Of course, usually the half of the
couple suggesting to try nudism
would be the husband, and very
often the wife would be a bit more
reticent—in those days anyway—
so it was certainly a bit of a shock
for these fellows to be greeted at
the clubhouse parking lot by my
father, in his rubber-boots-andnothing else, with the usually-not-visible parts being at about
eye level through the car window.
The visitors would be shown a
place to park and be invited to tour
the grounds, clothed at first. They
would walk down the driveway toward the valley, where the pool,

snack bar and other facilities were
located, probably being greeted
by other members (pun intended)
as they went. On a weekend there
would usually be quite a few people there, and when the visitors
reached the valley where the big
open area was there they were:
sunning, swimming, playing cards
or cribbage, volleyball or badminton—adults and kids.
Now what often happened at
about this point was that the
husband would be slightly disappointed that the place was not
full of Playboy models, but of people rather more like your typical
Walmart customer, if they were
nude. On the other hand, the wife
would stop being worried about
whether her looks would match
up, and realize that these people
were just comfortable in their own
skin.
After getting toured around the
whole property—the cottage area,
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the campground and trailer area,
and the clubhouse building—my
father would invite them to spend
the rest of the day, but explained
that they would now have to be
nude as well. It was pretty rare
that people would leave. They
would change at their car, take
a towel (all nudists keep a towel
with them to sit on) and go back
to the valley to meet some other
members, swim, or sit at the snack
bar to chat with my mother. And
then they would decide whether to become annual members, or
to come occasionally and pay the
daily or weekend fee.
In those days it was generally
not permitted for a single man to
come alone. This was to head off
any kind of "singles bar" atmosphere. There were a few exceptions: one fellow from Toronto had
been coming since before my parents bought the place, so he was
grandfathered in and was a mem-

ber until he was in his 90s. And
there were a couple of others over
the years. Some were men who had
originally come with their girlfriends, and when they split up,
they or sometimes the girlfriend
would be allowed to keep attending. Later on, in the late ‘70s and
the early ‘80s, that all loosened up
quite a bit.
By the late ‘60s some families even lived there full time, but
most were either weekend visitors if local, or stayed for two- or
three-week vacations in the summer, with many families coming
back for ten years or more, with
semi-permanent trailer locations
or summer-only cottages. Sometimes the children became members in their own right when they
grew up, many of whom I still
know. The place was always very
well represented with kids of all
ages, although there was often an
awkward stage at puberty, when

some kids would stop coming with
their parents for a little while, or
they'd even stop attending altogether. But mostly the kids got
through that experience as well. I
mean, there were certainly no secrets about what was happening to
their bodies—they could see the
adult version all around them. The
fact that no one made a big deal
of it to them was, I think, a very
healthy thing for their self-image.
I’m often asked by friends when
they discover how I grew up,
“What was that like?”
Well, it felt perfectly normal,
to be honest. The stranger thing
for me was when I first went to
school and had to understand that
it was expected that people always
wear clothes, even in nice weather. Seemed a bit ridiculous, but
that’s where I learned that cultural
norms are all relative.
See GROWING UP Page 14
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• Easy prescription transfer
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• Fast, friendly, courteous service
• Free on-site compliance packaging
• Seniors save every day
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pharmachoice.com
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Connell (Milne),
Robert John
1948-2021
A sense of humour like no
other. A lover of music, played
piano and guitar, singer of
songs. A friend to many. After
a six-year battle with cancer,
Bob passed away at home
with his family by his side. Born
to Robert and Gladys Milne in
Merritton, Ontario, Bob was
proud to be “A Merritton Kid.”
His mother passed away when
Bob was the tender age of 5.
Bob was eventually adopted
in 1960 by James and Dorothy
Connell in Belleville, ON.
Always proud of his Merritton
roots, Bob moved back to
the area around the age of
19. Best friend and husband
to Barbara for 52 years.
Honorary father of Randy and
grandfather to Daniel (Kieryn),
Lori (Jeff) and granddaughters
Megan (Paul), Eban (Glen).
Great grandfather to Dominic
Jeffrey and Nicholas Robert.
Teddy and grandson Dwight,
great-granddaughters Zonta,
Daytoya and Nevayah. Wendy
and grandsons Cole and
Devon and great-grandsons
Gauge and Harley. Uncle to
many nieces and nephews.
Predeceased by
brother
Peter (Milne) Houghton
and sister Patricia (Milne)
Dopko, sister-in-law Florence
(McKernan) Cox and brotherin-laws Alfred Groombridge,
Wayne (Bushee) Bushnell
(2020),
“special
friend”
and brother-in-law Robert
Schofield (1980). Survived by
brothers Daniel, Gerry and
Geoffry Milne, sister-in-law
Dorothy (Schofield) Bushnell,
brother-in-law
Douglas
(Linda) Groombridge. Bob
was employed at Tallman
Transport in Welland for
40 years, where he made
many longtime friends. Bob,
along with Barbara, enjoyed
35 years of membership
and volunteering at Branch
613 Fonthill Legion. Special
thanks to Toni at the Fonthill
Legion for all the hot meals
provided during these difficult
months. Special thanks to Dr.
Hanna at Hamilton Juravinski
Clinic and Dr. Yelamanchili
and staff at the Walker Cancer
Clinic. Also, St. Elizabeth
Palliative Home Care team.
At Bob’s request, cremation
has taken place. A celebration
of Bob’s life will take place
at the Fonthill Legion when
COVID guidelines permit.
In lieu of flowers Bob has
requested donations to be
made to Branch 613 Fonthill
Legion or the charity of
your choice. Please share
your condolences, photos
and memories at www.
pleasantviewcemetery.ca
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HAGGARTY,
Melba Fern
(nee Crowe)
1929-2021
Passed away peacefully
at Rapelje Lodge on
Wednesday, January 20,
2021 at the age of 91 years.
Predeceased by her beloved
husband Edgar (1996). Dear
and loving mother of Sheila
Ayres and predeceased
by her son Sheldon
(2005) Merilou. Cherished
grandmother of Graham
(Cindy), Shawn, Ashley,
Aaron (Amber), Mallory
(Patrick), Keri (Jason) and
Jamie. Great Grandmother of
Justin, Logan, Amron, Berron,
Jackson, Marissa, Isabelle,
Theodore, Jeffrey and Joey.
Dear sister of Wesley (the
late Eileen), Carson (Shirley),
Ken (Ina), Allen (the late Joan)
and sisters-in-law Doreen and
Pearl. Predeceased by her
brothers Leo, Roger, Glen
and sister Dorothy. Melba will
also be greatly missed by her
many nieces and nephews.
The family would like to extend
their heartfelt thanks to all the
staff at Rapelje Lodge for the
care and kindness that Melba
received. A private funeral will
take place at the PELHAM
FUNERAL HOME, Fonthill
with interment to follow at
Pleasantview Cemetery. As
an expression of sympathy
donations may be made to
Rapelje Lodge 277 Plymouth
Road, Welland L3B6E3 or a
charity of ones choice. Online
condolences may be shared at
www.pelhamfuneralhome.ca
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continued from Page 18
even pretending to be an
athlete are long past, yet I
still have a training plan to
keep me motivated and on
track. Intuitively I just know
whether it’s walking our
kid’s Golden on those lucky
days they trust its care to
us, running around with the
grandkids, golfing or playing tennis on a hot summer
day when that little bit of
extra stamina helps, even
staying mentally awake for
an extra hour in the evening
to enjoy a gripping novel or
movie—being more fit is an
advantage, and it’s much
more likely to happen if one
adopts a training plan, modest or demanding as it might
be.
To get started, knowing
your baseline for flexibility,
aerobic capacity and muscle
strength will help you develop a suitable plan. The Mayo
Clinic suggests the following simple tests, and there’s
no equipment needed. Although most of us have an
idea where our fitness level
is at any time, let’s put the
“see your doctor” warning
in here to be safe. We’re not
suggesting starting off with
Warrior Woman or Ironman
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We never concealed where we lived,
so it was the subject of a lot of curiosity
among the other kids. But most of my
friends, male or female, were permitted to come visit me — another benefit of the “open house” policy, because
their parents had presumably visited.
I had another large group of friends at
Sun Valley Gardens as well, who would
be there either on weekends or for two
or three weeks at a time, and I would
see them every summer.
I also get asked, “Do you have to be
nude all the time?”
No, it’s just expected that if the
weather permits, you don’t walk
around dressed when everyone else is
not. Raining or cold? Wear something
waterproof, or a sweater if you’re cold.
Women on their period? They’d wear a
bikini bottom or shorts. But otherwise
you’d just naturally choose to be nude.
So, finally, some corrections, or a
least, an alternate perspective. An
oft-cited book on nudism in Ontario, Au Naturel: The History of Nudism
in Canada, perpetuates some pretty

programs, and basic Health
Canada guidelines recommend two and a half hours
of moderate to vigorous activity each week, so getting
started on your own is a reasonable option.
To get a sense of your
cardiorespiratory capacity,
check your pulse rate before
and immediately after a one
or two kilometre walk. You
can use a fitness watch, or
count the pulsations in your
carotid artery by pressing
your fingers lightly on your
neck for ten seconds, then
multiply by six.
Sixty to
eighty beats per minute is
considered normal, and lower is generally considered to
represent a healthier heart
than higher.
Count how many regular
or modified push-ups you
can do without excessive
strain, and how far forward
you can stretch with your
legs in front of you when
seated on the floor.
The
push-ups will give you a
sense of your strength—
between five and twelve is
normal for women, six to
sixteen for men. The most
basic measure of flexibility
is being able to touch your
toes sitting and standing.
Measure your waist circumference (don’t believe
your pant size —manufacturers lie to make us feel
good), height, and weight,
then find a body mass index calculator or chart on
the web to find and interpret
your number. Save all this
information for comparison
as you progress. Measurable
improvement is wonderful
motivation.
Now that you know your
baseline in a very general
sense, take a few minutes
to decide what your fitness
goals, or needs, are. Achieving general health and wellbeing goals will require
cardiorespiratory
training
(endurance) core strengthening and balance training (resistance), flexibility
(joint mobility and range of
motion, posture alignment,
body tension) and perhaps
quickness training (control
of motor skills).
A good training plan will
contain all these elements in
a balanced routine that begins at your current base and
progresses to what’s necessary to achieve your desired
goals. Begin at a low level,
be cautious, progress slow-
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harsh criticisms of my father. I am the
first to admit that he was a strongwilled curmudgeon and had a temper.
People thought he could be dictatorial
at times (me too), but the book seems
to rely too heavily on the statements of
some folks who left Sun Valley Gardens
on bad terms, and there are of course
two sides.
Yes, he was pretty strict, partly because he knew if anything bad
happened there, the local authorities
would stop being so friendly. And he
did not appreciate things like littering
or having members step barefoot in
someone's dog poop (which ultimately
led to a dog ban, because people would
not keep their dogs curbed).
It was said in the book that he didn’t
allow people to rearrange the outdoor
furniture. Not at all true — what he
didn’t appreciate was it being dragged
away from the public valley area to a
personal campsite, or rearranged and
left somewhere for him to put back
himself later. And I never saw him limit people playing any of the sports. He
had no interest in imposing any kind
of activity schedule for others. Maybe
someone was hogging the horseshoe
pitch or shuffleboard court all day and

ly, and if you feel dizziness,
pain, or shortness of breath,
rest and consider consulting
a professional.
Here’s a very basic plan,
mine for winter, which can
be used as an example and
make this discussion less
generic. This plan is designed to maintain overall
strength and fitness, skewed
somewhat to cycling endurance, and has components of
flexibility. The end goal is
simple: to reduce morbidity
and be able to cycle off into
the sunset.

We're not
suggesting starting
off with Warrior
Woman or Ironman
programs

Monday – Rest Day. Recovery is key to any exercise program, especially as
we age, and definitely when
starting out.
A rest day
doesn’t necessarily mean
sitting around. Gardening,
hiking, home maintenance
or watching sports all qualify — whatever feels right,
and isn’t too strenuous.
Tuesday
- Exercise,
Weights, Ride 40k.
Exercise is a wide open term that
allows the choice of various activities. Pilates and
yoga provide core strength,
stretching and flexibility,
and aerobic training. Vigorous floor exercises such
as Zumba or Salsa would
be more aerobic, and some
of these routines like the
old Twenty Minute Workout include push-ups and
sit-ups for strength.
By
simply stating exercise, this
plan allows lots of room for
creativity and change as
required. If you’re new to
aerobic fitness routines, a
lot of jumping, dancing and
bouncing may inflame your
joints, and put you off continuing, so stick with low
impact exercise until you are
comfortable with additional
stress on your joints.
Weights
are
weights,
be
they
static,
equip-

he asked them to make it available for
others?
I do know we had a lot of fun: huge
bonfires, campfire sing-alongs, “luau”-style pig roasts and lamb roasts,
Halloween and other impromptu parades, dance parties with DJs and treasure hunts for the kids.
One of the main sources of discord
was alcohol. Alcohol was a pet peeve
for my father, and although he wasn't
anti-alcohol as such, he was mainly
concerned that just one bad situation
due to excess drinking would cause
him a lot of trouble. It was only quite
late, in the mid-’70s I think, that he
finally started to allow people to drink
alcohol at the clubhouse and elsewhere.
Until then it was only permitted at
your own campsite, trailer or cottage.
So if you discreetly had a drink in your
own place, that was okay, but loud,
late-night drinking parties would get
you warned, or summarily expelled.
Some of the folks who couldn’t tolerate these alcohol rules went off to start
their own very different style of nudist
camps, for example near Hamilton.
The focus of the book is on my fa-

ment-based, or your own
body weight, and not a part
of the routine I relish. Calling it resistance training
might sound more 2021, but
it’s still hard work that is
essential to long term muscular and joint health. Forget the bulging biceps, I just
want to know that there’s
enough muscle around my
joints to protect ligaments
from sudden twists and jolts,
and that I have the strength
to recover my balance from
an unexpected slip or loss of
footing.
The 40 kilometre ride
provides
cardiorespriatory training, develops specific muscle groups, and
improves
balance—all
goal-specific in my case. If
you’ve already spent 40 to 60
minutes on some iteration
of the exercise and weights
portion of your own training
plan, you’ve done lot for the
day, and adding more may be
over the top, or unnecessary.
Substitute
golf,
tennis,
horseback riding, gardening,
ballroom dancing, anything
with movement, for the
third, activity-specific component of this training plan.
Wednesday
–
Exercise, Weights.
Repeat the
above to stay the course,
but change it up as you wish
to maintain interest or try
something new.
Thursday – Exercise,
Weights, Ride 40k. This is
a general repeat of Tuesday,
with the ride part allowing
flexibility. If this happens to
be the day insurrectionists
are storming Congress, an
hour on the indoor trainer
glued to CNN is perfect. If I
want to concentrate on aerobics, a spinning DVD will
shorten the ride time and
increase the effort. Perhaps
it’s a hike through Shorthills
or brisk walk on the Gerry
Berkhout Trail. The beauty of a training plan is that
you schedule yourself to do
something for a specific duration, so you have to do it—
yet any aerobic activity will
do. There’s few things more
refreshing than a brisk walk
at lunch hour when you’re
working, and that might fit
your plan just fine.
Friday – Run 5K. Significant fitness and strength
increases come for stressing
body systems, and running
on my short, stubby legs
provides a definite opportunity to push the intensity

See GROWING UP next page

level. For your plan, anything that’s fun and elevates
the heart rate significantly
will work once you’re ready
for it.
Saturday/Sunday – Optional/Exercise,
Weights,
Ride 90k. Weekends are, or
used to be, busy, and staying
on plan can be a challenge.
This written plan tells me
that during the two days
I have to do the three elements, exercise, weights and
a distance ride, but that I can
move them around to fit my
schedule. Remember, your
new training plan is a balance between commitment
and flexibility, and only
works if you actually do it.
What equipment to use,
and whether to employ
professional assistance or
coaching are very personal
choices, and not decisions
that have to be made before devising a basic plan.
Scheduling flexibility has
always been important to
me, hence I prefer to train
at home. I began using only
my body weight for resistance, and have since graduated to garage sale weights
and a Kijiji-sourced home
gym. Splurging for an unused floor exercise mat
seemed the right thing to do
though.
In-home spinning bikes,
treadmills and cross-trainers are all the rage. An excellent way to see if any of
them are for you before pulling out your credit card is to
join a gym or the YMCA and
try them. A fitness tracker
such as a watch or app on
your phone is also something to consider early on. If
you chose to adopt a training plan to improve your
heart health, it is literally
life affirming to watch your
resting heart rate drop, your
maximum heart rate rise,
and your recovery times reduce.
Beginning an exercise
program is an important
decision that needn’t be
overwhelming. By planning
carefully and pacing yourself, you can safely establish
a healthy habit that will last
a lifetime. If you put your
plan on paper, put that piece
of paper in a place that you
can’t help but see it many
times each day, and think
of all the benefits that will
come your way if you stick
to it.
Piece of cake, right? ◆
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PLACE YOUR AD BY EMAIL OR PHONE

oﬃce@thevoiceofpelham.ca
Hours: Mon-Thurs, 8 AM - 2 PM (905) 892-8690

EXTEND YOUR REACH - ADVERTISE PROVINCIALLY OR ACROSS THE COUNTRY!
For more information visit www.ocna.org/network-advertising-program

ADVERTISING

BUSINESS OPPS.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

VACATION/TRAVEL

MORTGAGES

$$ CONSOLIDATE
YOUR DEBT NOW $$
REACH HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS IN
ONTARIO EACH WEEK IN OUR
WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS!

ATTN: ONTARIO INVENTORS!!
Need Inventing Help?
Call Davison!!

Your Classified Ad or LOGO Ad would
appear in weekly newspapers each
week across Ontario or regions of
Ontario in urban, suburban and rural
areas.

CALL DAVISON TODAY:

For more information Email:
kmagill@rogers.com

Inventing.Davison.com/Ontario
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Ideas Wanted!
1-800-256-0429
OR VISIT US AT:
FREE Inventor's Guide!!

GET UP TO $50,000 from the Government of Canada. Do you or
someone you know Have any of
these Conditions? ADHD, Anxiety,
Arthritis, Asthma, Cancer, COPD,
Depression, Diabetes, Difficulty
Walking, Fibromyalgia, Irritable
Bowels, Overweight, Trouble Dressing...and Hundreds more. ALL Ages
& Medical Conditions Qualify. Have
a child under 18 instantly receive
more money. CALL ONTARIO BENEFITS 1-(800)-211-3550 or Send a
Text Message with Your Name and
Mailing Address to (647)560-4274
for your FREE benefits package.

WANTED

WA N T E D : O L D T U B E A U D I O
EQUIPMENT. 50 years or older.
Amplifiers, Stereo, Recording and
Theatre Sound Equipment. Hammond Organs, any condition. CALL
Toll-Free 1-800-947-0393 / 519-8532157.

Celebrate the Beauty and
History of Canada’s Rivers

HOME OWNER LOANS FOR ANY
PURPOSE!!
ASK ABOUT OUR DON'T PAY
FOR A YEAR PROGRAM
Bank turn downs, Tax or Mortgage
arrears, Self-Employed, Bad Credit,
Bankruptcy - We Can Help! Even in
extreme situations of bad credit.

1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
Debt Consolidation
Renovations, Tax Arrears
Mortgage Arrears, Debt problems

4 - 7 night calm water cruises on a
replica steamboat
Meals, attractions, and entertainment
included

CONSOLIDATE YOUR DEBT NOW!!!
CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
UP TO 75%

Departures from Kingston, Ottawa,
Quebec City

No Income, Bad Credit
Bankruptcy, Proposal
Power of Sale Stopped!!!
www.thevoiceofpe

VACATION
Borrow:of Pelham
Pay Monthly:
THE VOICE
Wednesday,
August SAFELY
27, 2014IN CANADA

COMMUNITY Events
HEALTH

DECLINED BY YOUR BANK?
WE CAN HELP!

$100,000
$200,000

$420.60
$ 841.21

LARGER AMOUNTS AVAILABLE
!!Decrease
ecrease monthly payments
up to 80%!!
Based on 3% APR. OAC

CLASSIFIEDS
CALL 1-800-267-7868

CALL US FIRST FOR
A FREE CONSULTATION

www.StLawrenceCruiseLines.com

1-800-282-1169

253 Ontario St., Kingston, ON
(TICO #2168740)

www.mortgageontario.com

Services

FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR TO APPLY NOW BY
PHONE OR ONLINE:

FREE APPRAISALS

Request our complimentary brochure

Garage Sales

PELHAM LIBRARY’S COMPUTER CLINIC
7 SPRUCESIDE CRESENT
“One-to-One Help” with a volunteer tech tutor. Get help with web browsing, Excavating contractor. ADVERTISING
705-259-3974 or
FIREARMS WANTED FOR FEBFONTHILL.
Christmas
webmail account set-up, e-books,
media,
editing
and sharing1-888-307-7799
your Water, sewer upgrades,
RUARYsocial
20th, 2021
LIVE &
ONLINE
The printed community newspaitems,
crafts,
household,
AUCTION: Rifles, Shotguns, Handfoundation
repair,
water
per is by far the favourite source of
photos and more. Includes use
of laptop
BYOG
(bring your own
gadget).
www.ontario-widefinancial.com
guns,
Militaria.or
Auction
or Purchase:
local
news clothes
and information
comand more,invery
reaproofing,
drainage
systems,
Collections,
Estates,
Individual
ONTARIO-WIDE
munities large and small across
Saturdays 12:30 – 3:30. Register
and pay ahead in person. $5.00
per 1/2 FINANCIAL
Items. Contact Paul, Switzer's
sonable,
AUG.
Canada.
Time
spentSATURDAY
with a commu1801347inc
quarry
stone
supply,
placeAuction: Toll-Free
1-800-694-2609, for more details.
hour. Visit www.pelhamlibrary.on.ca
or call 905-892-6443
nity newspaper is virtually
FSCO Licence #12456
sales@switzersauction.com or
8AM-3PMto two years
P18-27
P18-23 30,
ment. 905-384-1972.
unchanged
compared
www.switzersauction.com.

!! WE ARE HERE TO HELP !!

FONTHILL BANDSHELL PRESENTS DE TEMPS ANTAN
Since 2003, Éric Beaudry, André Brunet and Pierre-Luc Dupuis have
been exploring and performing time-honoured melodies from the stomping grounds of Quebec’s musical past. Using fiddle, accordion, harmonica,
guitar, bouzouki and a number of other instruments, our three virtuosos
blend boundless energy with the unmistakable joie de vivre found only in
GROWING
UPQuebec music. Show runs from 7-9 p.m.
traditional
continued from previous page

ther, PELHAM
but I should
also say that
my mother
LIBRARY
CARD
MAKING WORKSHOP
was very much responsible for the success
Make
sixGardens.
cards with
themes,
learning a variety of techniques. Materials
of Sun
Valley
I stillfall
meet
or speak
with are
people
who
knew
her
and
were
strongprovided. At time of registration, please enquire about tools needed.
ly impressed by her ability to keep everyTues.,
thing going. Sept. 16 10 – 12:30. $10. Please register ahead. Visit www.pelhamThere
was definitely
decline
in member- for more details.
library.on.ca
or acall
905-892-6443
ship starting in the mid- ‘70s, but this was
true of almost all nudist camps at that time,
oftenFABULOUS
because peopleFENWICK
had started to
combine
LIONS
FISH FRY
their nudism with going south for a vacation
Tasty
treats
with
funds
heading
straight
back into the community. Haddock,
(which wasn’t so common before) or looking
for a french
more party-like
SoRuns
they Sept. 9 from 4-7 p.m.
fries andatmosphere.
much more.
stopped coming to the campground-style
nudist resorts. Many of the nudist resorts
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
SALE
then PELHAM
went downMINOR
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route
to increase revenue, with big parties every
Buy, sell or trade used equipment at the Pelham Arena. Aimed to provide
weekend, a real emphasis on alcohol sales
cheaper
options for players
in this upcoming season. Runs Sept. 6 from
and even
open-to-the-public
judged "naked
women"
events
—
I
call
it
that
because
it re9-12 in the morning.
ally got away from the nudist philosophy and
into marketing nakedness. This was never
my father’s
style.MUDFEST
PELHAM
The end of the Sun Valley Gardens era
women
will besplit
back
the mud as the second run on the year is
reallyMen
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when
my parents
up. in
My
Michael Ruehle today.
SUPPLIED
father
was
left
to
run
the
camp,
but
it
was
held at Bissil’s Hideaway.
pretty clear that he was not a people-person
and had relied on my mother to do most of
go topless, men are causing women to not
that, NIAGARA
so it didn’t go
so well. And
his heart
REGIONAL
EXHIBITION
take advantage of this legal freedom. (It’s a
wasn’t in it anyway, so he closed it. He would
lose-lose
situation,
guys! Wise
up.) event. It
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games
and
live
entertainment
headline
this years
exciting
be very sad to see how the place looks now,
It has also caused me to be very accepting
but he
wouldn’t
have
compromised
to
keep
it
runs from Sept. 11-14 at the WellandofFairgrounds.
a wide range of ways of living. I’ve lived
going either.
in many places in the world, feel comfortAm I still a nudist today?
able with the idea that "the way we do things
BIGlong
MOVE
In the
run, ICANCER
haven’t keptRIDE
up “being a
here" is not “the best” and certainly not the
nudist,” i.e., attending a nudist campground.
The
Big
Move
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Ride
is
a
non-competitive
ride
place on
only way to live,
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I am adamant
thatSept.
peoI’ve moved around the world too much, and
ple should be able to choose their preferred
7.
Proceeds
for
the
Big
Move
stay
in
Niagara
and
support
the
Walker
Famit’s just not been a priority. I’ve gone on holway to live, as long as it doesn’t directly
idaysily
to Cancer
nude resorts
in the Caribbean, and
Centre.
harm or restrict the freedoms of others. Be
visited nude beaches on my travels. The
gay, straight, bi, poly, asexual or whatever;
main thing I think I carry with me from that
choose your expressed gender according to
upbringing
is to understand
WALKING
CLUB that nudity per how you perceive yourself and how you feel
se is not sexual. All this weirdness about
comfortable in your skin; practice any reliInterested
in walking
in of
Pelham?
whether
some particular
part
the bodyJoin them Tuesdays at the Pelham Arena
gion you choose or none, but don’t force your
is visible
not, am
or the
idea
that a manat(orFonthill Bandshell for 9-10:30 am. There
fromor9-10
and
Thursdays
beliefs on others; treat people from all races
woman) “can’t control themselves” if they
and
cultures equally
and value
them.jcook@
is
no
fee
for
this
program.
For
more
information,
please
contact
see too much skin, is just ludicrous to me. I
This is more than mere “tolerance”—it is
applaud
that toplessness
legal
in Ontario,ext 329.
pelham.ca
or call is905
892-2607,
affirmative acceptance—and nudism (and
but also recognize that by harassing, ogling
Canadian multiculturalism) was my gateand cat-calling women if they do choose to
way. �

HAMPER DAY FOR PELHAM CARES
Purchase fresh fruit and vegetables at the Market or bring a non-perishable
food item to fill the hampers at the Pelham Farmers Market on Sept. 4.

ago and not surprisingly, the predominant reason for reading printed
community newspapers is local information, including news, editorial,
sports, entertainment and events.

(Licence #10969)

LOOK FOR EXTRA COPIE
AT THESE FINE AREA
BUSINESSES.

Yard & Shed MOVING
Burke’s Masonry SALE, Large collection FONTHILL
Bricklaying, tuckpointing, of Christmas and holiday E. L. Crossley
decorations and household Churchill Natural Meats
step repair, granite
Shoppers Drug Mart
coatings, brick slices items, SAT. AUG. 30, 8AM- Fonthill Library
1PM 625 METLER RD,
905-682-7061.
Town of
Pelham
FLOORINGP18-28 NORTH PELHAM MASONRY
REPAIR
P18-23
Cafe on Main

Josh DeHaan Flooring
“For all your flooring needs”

We offer in-stock specials:
• pre-finished hardwood

flooring solid, engineered
from $2/ft2
• laminate flooring from
$.89/ft2
• carpet and vinyl flooring
from $4.95/yd2
• fibre flooring from $1/ft2
• ceramic tile from $.89/ft2
...and other specials!
Call us to see the products
that are available & visit our
showroom.

Phone: 905-892-7898
Fax: 905-892-4811

No Sunday Calls, Please TF

ALLTYPE MASONRY
Beamer’s
Pro Hardware
Brick, Block, Stone
and Chimney
repairs.
Wet and damaged
basement repairs.
Sobey’s
Phone Tom Deamude
at 289-241-4767.
McDonald’s
35 years of construction experience.

Keith’s Restau
Target Store
Pennzoil Quic
Lazy Loon
Pharmasave
Avondale Stor

O
START T

FENWICK
Avondale Stor
Fonthill Legion
Fenwick Sub S
Tim Hortons
WANTED
TO RENT
Golden Grill
Semenuk’s
Devries Fruit
WANTED
Pic’sTO RENT
Klagers
Gentleman, clean, quiet,
reliable. Seeks apartment. Ridderikhoff M

“TU RRN ”

YOU
VINYL INTO

CASH!

Call 289-257-1962.

PAPER ROUTES AVAILAB

CUSTOMPANCAKE,PICKWICK
MILL
• 97 PAPE

Portable sawmill
service. BEECHNUT, KATHY,
BERKWOOD,
I will come to your home or farm and custom mill your logs.
DEVERARDO
(SOUTH)• 96 PAPE
Firewood & lumber also available.
Call Rob Patterson,
905-401-4948,
BROCK, DONAHUGH,SHALDAN
riverwood@primus.ca

PLACE YOUR

GARAGE

SALE

PETRONELLA • 109 PAPERS

BOOKKEEPER WANTED

CONTACT THE VOICE AT

If your message to Pelham
905.892.8690
isn’t in our pages,
AD WITH US!
why
not it isn’t being seen.
Then

Bookkeeper familiar with Quickbooks and/or Simply Accounting,
some construction experience; willing to grow with a new development
company; maximum 14 hours per week; starting salary $500.00 per
week including car allowance. Must report
to work
at client's premises:
email:
office@thevoiceofpelham.
Sodom Road and QEW. Start date February 1, 2021.Provide resume
and 3 references to: James Dalton, C.P.A., Fax: 905-892-0600, email
NEW ADVERTISING OPPORTU
jdalton4@cogeco.ca

CALL...

to reach your market coming soo
Watch for early previews of our

The Voice

NEW, EXCITING WEBSITE
Follow us on Twitter,
905.892.8690
Community
Events Listings
Like us
on Facebook.
The paper that Pelham
reads.

4

Putting on an event?

Tell the town!
Community Event
Classiﬁed ads are available
in blocks of 30 words for
$10 incl. HST.
Thanks for supporting your
Voice!
office@thevoiceofpelham.ca

(905)892-8690

(905) 892-8690
advertising@thevoiceofpelham.ca

